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Introduction

Intensive observations were made over a period of six years on
a cxjlony of collared lizards living on an area of less than an acre on
the University of Kansas Natural History Reservation in the north-

eastern comer of Douglas County, Kansas. Supplementary data

were obtained from populations in other parts of eastern Kansas.

Also, I have collected and observed this species in Oregon, Cali-

fornia, Nevada, Utah, Ari2M)na, New Mexico and Texas.

Although no field study of the collared lizard has been made pre-

viously, literature dealing with this species has provided background
information, and I have summarized the more pertinent statements

bearing on various phases of the hfe history. These statements are

based upon the observations of various workers, at localities well

scattered throughout the species' geographic range. I am fully cog-
nizant that the species is geographically variable, both morpho-
logically and probably also in its behavioral responses and physio-

logical adaptations to local environments. Changes in all tiiese

(215)
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characters that occur in different parts of the range, probably do

not correspond well either with political boundaries, nor, for that

matter, with the range limits of the recognized subspecies.

The collared lizard is one of the larger kinds of hzards occurring

in the United States. Because of its large size, bright colors, and

extensive geographic range, it is better known to the public than

most kinds of native reptiles. It is often used for dissection in

courses in comparative anatomy, serving as an example of a typical

reptile. Otherwise the economic importance seems to be slight.

The collared lizard's hardiness in captivity, and its life cycle, much
shorter than those of most other reptiles, suggest its possible use-

fulness as a laboratory animal. With proper technique it might be

artificially propagated, and used for studies in genetics, physiology,

bacteriology and other fields.

The collared lizard is a medium-sized representative of the saurian

family, Iguanidae, which is especially well represented in the arid

southwestern part of North America. The head is especially large

and wide, with unusually powerful jaws. The scalation is fine and

granular. There is a prominent gular fold. The hind legs are large

and strong. Bipedality, known in various desert-living lizards, is

especially well developed in the collared lizard. The tail, which is

almost twice the length of the combined head and body, is an aid

to balance in running and leaping and lacks the fragility which char-

acterizes the tails of most Uzards, including those of closely related

iguanid genera.

The collared lizard has three recognized subspecies: C. c. collaris

occurring from southern Missouri and northern Arkansas west

through Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and western New Mexico; C. c.

baileyi in New Mexico, Arizona and parts of eastern California,

Nevada, western Utah, southern Idaho and southeastern Oregon;
and C. c. auriceps in the Upper Colorado and Green River basins of

eastern Utah and adjacent Colorado. C. dickersonae and C. in-

sularis are closely related insular forms in the Gulf of California,

while C. reticulatus of extreme southern Texas and adjacent Mexico

is separable by trenchant characters of pattern, lepidosis and ecology.

The closely related leopard lizard has been generically separated
from the collared lizards by Smith (1946: 158) as GambeUa tvis-

lizenii, but this proposal has not been universally accepted. In

advocating it. Smith indicated numerous morphological differences

between Crotaphyttts and the monotypic GambeUa. An additional

difference that should be considered in any final judgment as to the
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generic distinctness of the two groups is the trend in sexual di-

morphism. In Crotaphytus as in most iguanids tlie male is notably

larger than the female, and more brightly colored, with distinctive

pattern. In Gambelia there is even greater size disparity between

the sexes, but the female is the larger, and there is little or no dif-

ference in color or pattern.

The ten collared lizards that were the nucleus of the colony

studied were collected by a graduate student on the bluffs north

of the Kaw River, approximately ten miles east of Manhattan in

Pottawatomie County, Kansas, on April 29, 1949, and a few days

later were released at the site of an old limestone quarry on the

University of Kansas Natural History Reservation. This 590-acre

tract had been set aside as a natural area in July 1948, with an es-

tablished policy of keeping to the minimum disturbance from human

activities, and protecting the plant and animal life already present.

So far as known the "introduction" of these collared lizards is the

only deviation, animalwise, from that policy. Fortunately the estab-

Hshment of the colony of collared lizards has had negligible effect

on the over-all ecology. The number of individuals has remained

small
(
never more than six adults ) over several generations and the

colony has been closely limited to the vicinity of the quarry. In

this region the collared lizard is an indicator species characteristic

of an early stage in xeroseral succession. The small colony at a site

convenient for study, on the margin of the species' range has pro-

vided unusually favorable opportunity for attaining understanding
of this lizard's ecology.

Two other deviations from the pohcy estabhshed in 1948 are

recorded here not because of any bearing on collared lizards but

because of possible bearing on results obtained from future studies :

(1) a heavily eroded and nearly barren field (see Fig. 10) that had
been cultivated previous to 1948 was seeded to native grass in April,

1949; (2) a pond that caught run-off from this field was deepened
in the winter of 1953-54 by removing silt. It is expected that the

pond will not soon again silt up now that unnatural erosion has been

stopped.

Methods

Collared lizards were studied by regular observations on free individuals

under natural conditions. The area occupied could be checked in a few minutes,

and most or all of the lizards could be recorded if they were active. Or if none

was in evidence, it could be safely assumed that unfavorable weather condi-

tions were causing them to remain in sheltered places.
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Direct observations provided information concerning the movements, terri-

toriality and other social behavior, hunting, feeding and escape reactions. The
few adults present at any one time could usually be individually recognized at a

distance. Each lizard, nevertheless, was marked by clipping one or two toes,

and these marks visible at distances up to ten feet or more, served to verify the

identity of the individual. Sight records were often obtained without re-

capturing the lizard. More often it was recaptured, and the snout-vent length,

tail length, weight, exact location, stage of molt, coloration, ectoparasites, and

body temperature were routinely recorded. By July, 1954, one marked collared

lizard had been recorded a total of 101 times in six different years; its records

constituted the most complete individual Ufe history yet obtained on the Reser-

vation, among the thousands of individuals of dozens of different species studied.

The measurements of live lizards in this report are not comparable to the

same measurements made on preserved specimens because of the shrinkage

amounting to a loss of several per cent in dimensions in the latter. The amount
of loss is variable, depending on the type of preservative, and the position in

which the specimen hardens. The live specimens could be measured more

accurately than preserved specimens; the margin of error was occasionally as

much as three per cent, but averaged less than one per cent.

Several dozen traps for reptiles, both pitfalls and wire funnel traps (Fitch,

1951: 78), were used in the area occupied by the colony, and on rare occasions

these lizards were caught in them. Occasionally, also, one was captured by
hand, with a quick grab after a slow and stealthy approach. This method was

seldom successful when a lizard was fully warmed and active, because its re-

flexes were then quicker by far than those of a person. A more effective

method was to noose the lizard with a fine copper wire attached to the end of

a straight five-foot stick. My improved dexterity in the use of such snares was

partly offset by the lizards' experience in learning to avoid them. Hatchlings
were most difficult to noose, however, and for them wire of exceedingly fine

gauge was used, while for larger individuals heavier wire was more effective.

Habitat

Many zoologists who have collected collared lizards or have ob-

served them in the field, have pubhshed brief but significant state-

ments concerning the habitat conditions under which the s]?ecies

occurs locally. Statements from the literature, assembled below,
in general, bear out my own observations concerning the types of

habitat occupied in different regions, climates and plant associations

within the geographic range.

The evidence indicates that ordinarily, but not invariably, collared

lizards are limited to rocky situations, though not to any one type
of rock, as regards geologic origin, composition or color; that rocks

and boulders within a wide size range, from a few inches to several

feet in diameter, meet the requirements; that in the western part
of the range the species tends to inhabit more rugged and broken

terrain than it does in the east where it may live in prairies or even

in open woodland.

Ruthven and Gaige (1915: 17) in northeastern Nevada found
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collared lizards only at the rocky summit of the Cortez Range, and

in northwestern Nevada, Richardson (1915: 406) found them re-

stricted to rocky hillsides among deposits of volcanic rock and tuflE

at 4500 feet. In the Toyabe Mountains of central Nevada, Linsdale

(1938: 25) found them on the lower slopes (6500 to 7500 feet),

where the ground was conspicuously strewn with medium- or large-

sized rocks. The same author (1940: 214) quoted my own field

notes describing the habitat in Nevada: In small rocky ravines along

the sides of ridges at Pahranagat Valley, Lincoln County; and at

Cliff Spring in Nye County, in boulder-strewn gravelly areas of the

foothills, and occurring out into the sagebrush flats along rocky
ravines. Near Currant, Nye County, Bentley (1919: 88) found
these lizards on the large flat rocks of a steep hillside.

Taylor (1912: 346), in northern Humboldt County, Nevada,
recorded ten on the top of a steep sided rocky ridge, and one at

the base of the ridge. In adjacent Malheur County of southeastern

Oregon, Brooking (1934: 94) found the collared lizard common in

rocky places where there was sand and sagebrush.
In southern California, Atsatt (1913: 33) found it in both rocky

and sandy spots in the San Jacinto Mountains. Cowles (1920: 64)
found it on rocky hillsides- Klauber (1939: 85) stated that it pre-
ferred areas with scattered rocks to those which were essentially

masses of rock. Camp (1916: 521) found that in the Turtle Moun-
tains these lizards inhabited the rocky slopes, and lived also among
rocks about the bases of the range, but not in the open desert.

Johnson, Bryant and Miller (1948: 258) noted that in the Providence

Mountains region these lizards were in unshaded rocky places be-

tween 4500 and 5700 feet, and that they sprawled on tops of large

boulders, never far from the rock crevices that served as shelter.

Shaw ( 1950: 31 ) stated that in San Diego County, it is normally an

inhabitant of boulder-strewn slopes of desert hiUs and mountains.

Stejneger (1893: 165) stated that the western collared lizard lived

among rocks, frequently in canyons, and is most common in the

desert ranges. Van Denburgh (1922: 113-114) stated that those

he had observed were always on tops of boulders, and he quoted
Slevin's observation that in southeastern Arizona this was a rock-

loving species, appearing on the tops of boulders late in the after-

noon. In southern Arizona, Ruthven (1907: 13) found it in the

Atriplex association of the plains and in the sotol-ocotillo association

of the foothills. In the Roosevelt Reservoir area of central Arizona,
Little (1940: 262) found it in the zones of semi-desert and chapar-
ral-woodland.
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In New Mexico, Little and Elbert (1937: 219) recorded five on

the Jornada Range, four of which were on rocky foothills and one

on the plain. Lewis (1951: 182) found it in the Tularosa Basin area

mainly at the edges of the foothills in rocky places. In western

Colorado along the southern boundary, Maslin (1947: 7) found it

in canyons and other rocky areas.

In Texas, Cope (1900: 251) stated that it is common among rocks

and in open woods. On the Stockton Plateau, Milstead, Mecham
and McClintock (1950: 552) recorded six in the cedar-ocotillo as-

sociation (described as occupying the mesa slopes, and having ex-

tensive rock coverage but only sparse vegetation ) , and one from the

mesquite-creosote association of the valley. Smith and Buechner

(1947: 7) listed it as one of the several species of lizards occurring

on the Edwards Plateau of west-central Texas, but limited on the

east by the Balcones Escarpment which marks the eastern edge of

this plateau.

In Kansas, Burt (1927: 3) found it to be the most common lizard

in Riley County, where it occurred about rock ledges and stone

quarries. Smith (1950: 169) stated that in the prairies the species

was restricted to rocky areas or canyons and reached maximum abun-

dance on the limestone-capped hills of the central part of the state.

Householder (1916: 11) wrote that it was most abundant along hill-

top limestone ledges in the Flint Hills, and was rarely found in the

immediate vicinity of woods. In Jackson County, western Missouri,

Anderson (1942: 207) recorded it to be common around limestone

ledges.

On June 17, 1951, four miles southwest of Garnett, Anderson

County, Kansas, I saw two dozen collared lizards in about two hours'

collecting. This was in a rolling prairie habitat, strewn with numer-

ous flat rocks of varying sizes up to two feet or more in diameter.

There were scattered clumps of fragrant sumac (Wins trilobata)

with but little other woody vegetation. False indigo (Baptisia),

prickly pear (Opuntia) in low patches, and spiderwort (Trades-

cantia) were among the more conspicuous herbaceous plants. I

found these lizards at several other places within a few miles of

Garnett. Some were in rocky places in low, sparse second-growth

oak-hickory woods. One colony in an especially dense population,

was at a large quarry.

In Kansas the range of the species is mainly across the southern

part, and north in the central part nearly to the northern edge.

Known localities of natural occurrence nearest to the Reservation
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are approximately 40 miles east (in Missouri), 60 miles west, and

approximately 60 miles south in drier and more open rock habitat.

As these Hzards are large and conspicuous and as the northeastern

part of Kansas has been thoroughly searched by collectors, it seems

doubtful whether the species extends farther north or east. The
most obvious limiting factor is the increasing rainfall farther east,

with more rank growth of vegetation limiting the extent of the

habitat even in favorably rocky situations. In earlier times the spe-

cies must have been more generally distributed in eastern Kansas

and perhaps in western Missouri, to have reached these marginal
localities. There is ample evidence that under original conditions,

before eastern Kansas was settled, woodlands were less extensive

there, being held in check by prairie fires, and perhaps by browsing
of native mammals, so that there must have been exposed rock out-

crops on south slopes similar to those in situations where the species
still occurs, farther south and west. Perhaps the species was much
more generally distributed in this region before the time it was
settled about 100 years ago. Later, the control of prairie fires per-

mitted trees and shrubs to invade dry hillsides and shade the rocky
situations so that these no longer provided favorable habitat. In

Douglas County and the adjoining counties of northeastern Kansas,
even in situations that appear to be favorable, the species has not

been found. It may have reached its present northeastern limit

in a time of warmer and drier climate, and may have undergone re-

trenchment long before this part of the country was altered by set-

tlement. The known locality records suggest that the distribution

in Kansas is discontinuous. An extensive area of the Arkansas River

valley in the Great Bend region is devoid of records. Even in the

general areas that are most favorable for these lizards, stations of

occurrence may be more or less widely separated by intervening
areas where the habitat does not exist.

The localities of occurrence in Jackson County, Missouri, men-
tioned by Anderson (1942: 207) seem to represent the northeastern

comer of the geographic range, and evidently are occupied by small

relict populations well separated from others.

The colony studied at the Reservation was closely confined to the

area of an old limestone quarry, on a southward projecting spur of

a hilltop ( PI. 4, fig. 3 ) . The Oread limestone is exposed as an out-

crop several feet thick along hilltop edges throughout this general
area. The rock had been removed from an area approximately
400 feet long and 50 feet wide, exposing a nearly flat rock surface.
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with sparse low vegetation of ragweed and lespedeza. Along the

upper edge was a nearly vertical south- and southeast-facing rock

surface 3 to 10 feet high, with numerous cracks and fissures. From

the base of the outcrop to the nearby flat there was a steep slope

of accumulated rock-debris and soil averaging approximately 15

feet wide and supporting a variety of herbaceous vegetation, es-

pecially sweet clover (Melilotus), stickleaf (Mentzelia) and saplings

of elm and cottonwood.

The collared lizards stayed mostly along the top of the outcrop

at certain favorite spots, and moved between them by the most

direct routes. On the hilltop above the outcrop thick brome grass

and other herbaceous vegetation with scattered shrubs grew nearly

to the edge. The exposed top of the outcrop and the shallow, bare

soil adjacent to it provided lookouts and travelways that were es-

sential features of the lizards' habitat. Deep crevices in the out-

crop provided the retreats into which the lizards escaped in time

of danger or retired for periods of inactivity. The lizards run

swiftly over barren soil and rock but cannot move rapidly through

thick grass. Ordinarily they avoided it, except for short dashes into

it to obtain insect prey. The sloping rocky ground below the out-

crop was also used regularly by them. Certain large boulders were

favorite basking places, and the shrubs and weeds provided shade

on hot days. The open flat was much less used by the lizards. In

their foraging they sometimes made short dashes onto it from their

lookouts along the main outcrop. Late in the summer, when rag-

weed on the flat had matured, and grasshoppers were abundant

there, the lizards often left their usual basking places along the out-

crop to forage on the flats.

Because the collared lizard prefers open, rocky situations, and

spends much time basking in the open, it might be expected to

show some tendency to match the color of its surroundings- Several

observers have commented on this tendency to develop a protective

coloration. The discontinuous nature of the rocky habitat, with

many small populations wholly or partly isolated from others, seems

to have promoted the differentiation of many local color variants.

Stejneger (1893: 165) mentioned the dark color of these lizards

on the black lava in Diamond Valley between St. George and the

Upper Santa Clara Crossing in southwestern Utah.

Franklin (1913: 2) noted that on the Painted Desert in northern

Arizona, areas of black lava-rock were inhabited by collared lizards

of darker hue than those inhabiting nearby paler rock formations.
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In New Mexico, Lewis (1951a: 182; 1951b: 311) noted the prevail-

ingly black hues of specimens from different areas of the black Mal-

pais lava, both in the Tularosa Basin and along the Mexican border.

In the same general region Ruthven
( 1907: 513) noted colors harmo-

nizing perfectly with the hght soil. In other parts of New Mexico

also, I have observed populations of unusually dark individuals on
areas of black volcanic rock.

In the subspecies auriceps of eastern Utah, the coloration does

not seem to aid in concealment; both the bright green of the body
and the yellow of the head contrast with the prevailingly red rocks

upon which the lizards perch.
In general, hmiting factors for this species of lizard are:

1. Presence of boulders within a wide range of size, from a few
inches to a few feet in diameter, providing lookouts and bask-

ing places that permit varying orientation for thermoregulation,
and also providing escape shelter from natural enemies.

2. Vegetation sparse enough so that sunhght is readily available,

so that a view of surroundings from rock perches is not ob-

scured, and so that running is not impeded.
3. A food supply of large, terrestrial, and diurnal insects.

4. A climate with high summer temperature and little cloudiness,

permitting maintenance of high body temperature by insola-

tion.

Seasonal Activity

Compared with other kinds of reptiles that Kve in Kansas, the

collared lizard has high temperature thresholds for various types of

activity. At temperatures up to 10' C. it is incapable of locomotion

and completely helpless. As a result it has a shorter growing season

than many other reptiles living in the same areas. For the colony
on the Reservation earhest recorded activity was as follows: April

26, 1950 ( all or most of the individuals present were active ) ; May
12, 1951; May 5, 1952 ( some did not emerge till May 7, and others

not until May 10); April 2, 1953 (a single individual prematurely

emerged—^no more activity subsequently until April 26); April 6,

1954 (several not until the following day) and April 21, 1955. The

emerging population in spring consists of: (1) adults, including
all those that are more than a year old and have hibernated two
or more times; (2) young that hatched late the preceding summer
and were active for only a few weeks before retiring into hiberna-

tion. These young vary widely in size. This is especially true when
measurements of young in different years are compared. The stage
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of development attained by the time the first hibernation begins is

determined largely by the weather.

Several weeks after emergence from hibernation the breeding
season begins and in late May and June most adults are in pairs.

Of young hatched in the preceding summer some mature sexually

in time to participate in the annual breeding season but some fail

to mature in their first year. Within a few days after insemination,

the pregnant females develop scarlet spots on each side of tlie body,
and these persist for several weeks after the eggs are laid, usually
in June or early July- After egg-laying, adults of both sexes are

less in evidence than in spring and early summer because of a tend-

ency to desert conspicuous territorial perches used in spring in

favor of more sheltered and shaded spots and partly because of a

tapering off of activity, as the lizards remain underground and in-

active- Whether there is true aestivation is unknown, but old adults

are rarely seen after early August. In late July and early August the

individuals most in evidence are the young of the previous summer,
which normally are approaching average adult size at the age of

approximately a year. Hatchlings appear usually in August or

September (in 1951 none appeared until late October). By the time

the hatchlings have emerged both the adults and the year-old young
have become relatively inactive and are rarely seen. The early

growth of hatchlings is exceedingly rapid, and by the time they re-

tire into hibernation at an age of a few weeks they may be approxi-

mately half-grown (in bulk). Their activity normally continues

until some time in late September or October when it is terminated

by low night-temperatures. Latest recorded occurrences of adults

and hatchHngs in five different years are contrasted in Table 1.

Table 1.—Latest Recorded Dates of Activity for Young A^fD Adults
IN Six Different Years.
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frequently below 0° F. These lizards are not efficient burrowers

and since they live in rocky places they probably depend to a large

extent on natural crevices.

In the winter of 1953-4, a thermometer was installed at a depth
of 30 inches in a crevice of the rock ledge on the wooded slope ad-

jacent to the quarry but at approximately 20 feet lower elevation.

The minimum temperature reached at this site was approximately 3°

25" ^0'
' ' '

35
BODY TEMPERATURE, DEGREES CENTIGRADE

40 45

Fig. 1. Histogram showing body temperatures in active collared lizards under
natural conditions. Males (columns with vertical bars) and females (columns
with horizontal bars) are shown separately. For both, optimum level seems to

be between 38° and 39° C, and most of the records are concentrated near this

level.

C. It is doubtful whether any crevices as deep as this were avail-

able where the collared lizards hibernated; they probably with-

stood slightly lower temperatures-
On April 20, the body temperature of an adult male was 6° C.

When handled, he roused from his torpor sufficiently to open his
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eyes, squirm slowly, and hiss with each expiration. When placed
on a table, and stimulated by poking he could rise and stand erect

on all four legs for a few seconds, but he was incapable of loco-

motion, and would soon sink down in torpid sleep. While being

'25' 'SO' 'SS' 40
BODY TEMPERATURE, DEGREES CENTIGRADE

Fig. 2. Histogram comparing body temperatures in collared lizards caught at

air temperatures of 24° C and 32° C. Both groups tend to maintain body tem-

peratures approximating the optimum level, but averages and extremes are

slightly lower at the lower air temperature.

handled, he opened his mouth in threat. A finger placed in his

open mouth elicited biting response after a delay of several seconds.

The lizard exerted pressure only briefly, but resumed it immediately
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when attempt was made to withdraw the finger, which was extri-

cated with diflBculty. The Uzard's coloration was dull, dusky grayish

brown with no green showing.

On April 9, 1953, one that had been kept for two days in an un-

heated room was examined at 11.8° C. He was semi-torpid, and

when stimulated was barely capable of locomotion, taking only one

or two steps with the body dragging on the ground, and then lapsing

again into lethargy and shutting his eyes. Responses were similar to

those of a five-lined skink {Eumeces fasciatus) at only 1.5" C,
emphasizing the dependence of the collared lizard on higher temper-
atures. When handled, the collared hzard attempted to bite and

kept his body inflated with air. Color was dull, predominately dark

brown, with faint greenish tint on lower parts of sides and on legs.

The dorsal white spots on the body were mostly dull and incon-

spicuous, sufiFused with brown.

As collared lizards are most characteristic of desert regions their

preferred temperature is high. In those that were caught at the

quarry, body temperature, taken rectally, at the moment of capture,

ranged from a low of 20.7° C. to a high of 43.3° C. Ordinarily

during activity, body temperature is maintained within a much
narrower range (see Fig. 1). Cowles and Bogert (1944: 280)

obtained body temperatures of several short-nosed leopard lizards

(Gambelia wislizenii silus) that were active under natural condi-

tions, and the average was 38.7* C. Evidently the leopard lizard

is similar to the collared lizard in its temperature preference. Of
513 recorded body temperatures of the collared lizards, 87.1 per cent

were within the six-degree range, 35° to 41°, and more than half,

55.8 per cent, were within the three-degree range from 37° to 40°,

and these included individuals caught over a wide range of air and

substrate temperatures. It seems that the optimum for collared

Hzards Hes wdthin this relatively narrow margin. By thermoregu-

latory behavior each individual tends to keep its body temperature
near the optimum even though this may impose severe limitations

on its activities. Figure 2 compares the lizards' body temperatures
at two different air temperatures, one near the lower limit of their

usual activity range (
24° ) and the other near the upper limit ( 32° ) .

Preferred temperatures may differ slightly in the sexes, but this is

not conclusively shov^ni. The earliest emerging individuals in spring

are males. A disproportionately large number of the body temper-
atures above 40° C. were those of females ( Fig. 1 ) .
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AIR TEMPERATURE. CENTIGRADE

Fig. 3. Numbers of captures recorded at different air tem-

peratures, grouped in one degree intervals. Optimum air

temperature for activity is between 23° and 34° C, several

degrees below the preferred body temperature, which is

normally maintained by insolation.



PLATE 3

j^g^^"^'itf% *"*^^'^^p*'^T'^

Fig. 1. Adult male collared lizard, in bright sunshine on a warm day, stand-

ing high to a\oid contact with the heated rock surface; )x natural size.

Fig. 2. Tlic same adult male shown in Fig. 1, seeking shelter in shade of a

jutting rock to avoid o\erheating; ]j natural size.

Fig. 3. Adult male collared lizard eating a grasshopper; the prey is secured
with a sudden rush, killed with a hard bite, and swallowed with a few rapid

gulps; a little less thap J,'t natural size.



PLATE 4

Fig. 1. Ilatc'liling showing color pattern difFereiit from that of adult: there
are prominent Hght cross liars on the body, and dark, romidi'd dorsal spots;

slightK' larger than nalmal size, Angust 6, 19.53.

Vk:. 2. Adult female from Coconino C()unt\\ Arizona, with two ircsliK laid

eggs of a clutch of hinr; ''r. natural size, Jul\- 20, 1950.

Kic;. •'}. Limestone outcrop a( .i deserted (juarrx. llic liahitat ol tlic colons' of

collared lizards studied. 'I'lie lizards stascd on or near Uic outcrop and the
litter at its hasc. 'i'lie;. rarcU ventured onto the flat in the ioregrouud. and
ne\cr wandered uiore than a lew \ards into the high grass and w<'ed\ vege-
tation of the tiillto]). The rock outcrop shown extends lor man\' miles along

liilltoii edges in this section ol land and the sections adjacent to it. i']\ceiit

.it the (|uarr\, however, the outcrop is shaded 1)\' trees and hrush ri'ndcring
it uninhahitahle to the collared lizards.



PLATE 5

Fig. 1. Rock wall near middle of old quarry inhabited by a colony of collared
lizards. Overhanging boulders at the top of the outcrop, on the extreme right

and the extreme left were favorite territorial look-outs. June 16, 19.5'3.

4



PLATE 6

Fk;. 1. Four year old adult female; the pattern has beeonie dull, with the

original markings ohseured. This individual was reeorded a total oi 101

times in six different \-ears; Vz natural size, August 15, 195-3.

Vh.. 2. C>ourting male (left), m()\ ing around tlie lemali' with slow, loose-

jointed sHthering gait, with body dorso\-entrally flattened and gular poueh
distended; 'J natural size.
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Collared lizards were found active over a wide range of air

temperatures ( Fig. 3 ) ,
from a minimum of 13.5° C. to a maximum

of 36° C; however, 91 per cent of the records were at air temper-
atures in the eleven-degree range between 23° and 34°, and it is

evident that most activity is limited to this temperature range- More
than half the records were at air temperatures within the range
28° to 33°. By the time air temperature has risen to the lizards'

optimum body temperature or near it ( 37° or 38° ) ,
the lizards seek

shelter undeground as they prefer much lower air temperatures and

depend on insolation for warmth. Soil receiving direct sunlight at-

tains a surface temperature far higher than the temperature of the

air. For instance, on July 11, 1954, when the air temperature was

40.5° C, I recorded 60° C. in the soil at a depth of a quarter inch.

Actual surface temperature was probably well above this figure,

but it could not be measured with available instruments. Under

such conditions the environment above ground is hostile, and the

hzards, if they are active at all are closely confined to shaded spots.

On cloudy days, even those that seem oppressively warm to a per-

son, air temperatures usually remain somewhat below the optimum
for the Hzards and there is httle activity or none at all.

Tolerance of high temperature was tested on July 21, 1951, a

sunny day with air temperature 34° C. An adult male collared

lizard enclosed in a small wire cone was placed on the ground
where he received direct sunlight. Within a few minutes his body

temperature (measured rectally with a small thermometer taped in

place )
had risen to 45° C. and for the half-hour that he was exposed

to sunshine, it remained within a degree or two of that level- The
lizard showed discomfort by panting and struggling to escape

throughout the experiment- He suflFered no lasting ill effects, how-

ever.

Reproduction

Sexual behavior has been described in many members of the

family Iguanidae, including the collared lizard. The general pattern

followed is somewhat similar in all members of the group, but there

are differences in details. The male approaches the female with

"strutting" gait and a display similar to that used to intimidate

intruders and to advertise his territorial claim. After display he

moves up to the female or about her with a pecuHarly relaxed and

loose-jointed, sHthering gait, with a rapid vibratory nodding of his

head (PI. 6, fig. 2). This behavior differs from that used in meet-

ing or threatening other males. Noble and Bradley (1933: 87)

2—7328
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stated that the role of the female in mating was passive but their

observations were based largely on lizards in confinement. Evans

(1951: 20) emphasized that in the black iguana (Ctcnosatira

pectinata) the female responds by moving nearer to the male and

nodding as he does, while in the crested lizard Leiocephalus cari-

natus) the same author noted (1953: 53) that the female might
even initiate the courtship with a tail display similar to that of the

male. At the height of courtship the iguanid male frequently nips

the female or flicks her with his tongue, and the female may recip-

rocate. It seems likely that olfactory "social releasers" may be

brought into play though as a group the iguanids are not especially

keen-scented, and the olfactory sense plays a relatively minor role

in their lives. Preparatory to actual mating, the male grasps in his

jaws loose skin of the female's neck or shoulder and after a pause
he thrusts his hindquarters into position beneath the female and

effects intromission, which is of only a few seconds duration in

some species, and lasts several minutes in some others.

The femoral pores, a linear series of glandlike perforations each

in an enlarged scale on the underside of the thigh, have generally
been credited with a "hedonic" function. They are present in

hzards of several families including most iguanids. They are rudi-

mentary in the female. In the male they produce a waxy exudation

which may protrude for a length of several millimeters. The series

of protruding exudations are comblike in appearance. In the

courting male these structures probably serve for tactile stimulation,

as he gUdes over the female.

Young collared lizards from eggs hatched in August or September

may mature sexually early the following summer. If the period of

winter dormancy be discounted, the young thus may breed when

they are only a few weeks old. This early attainment of sexual

maturity together with the species' ability to produce more than

one clutch of eggs in a season, gives it a reproductive potential

much higher than those of most other North American lizards.

These other kinds, both iguanids, and the members of other fam-

ilies, generally have an annual breeding season, and the young
produced then remain sexually inactive throughout the following

breeding season, and in some, throughout a second breeding season

before sexual maturity is finally attained.

In the colony under observation, the advantage conferred by

early attainment of sexual maturity was strikingly illustrated. In

the spring of 1953 the colony consisted of two old adult females and
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several half-grown young born late the preceding summer. No
adult males were present. Under these conditions it seemed un-

hkely that any reproduction could occur. However, the half-grown

males matured sexually and paired with the females at the usual

time, with the result that an abundant crop of young was produced.

Approximately two weeks after the young males first mated, a

young female had also matured sexually, as shown by the appear-

ance of red "postnuptial" marks laterally. As a result of long

conditioning and innate tameness, one old female was indifferent

to the presence of persons, even in motion, at distances greater than

five to ten feet, and the young male with which she paired was only

a little more shy. The series of observations made on this pair,

supplemented by less complete observations on several other in-

dividuals, as recorded below, serve to illustrate the time relation-

ships of attainment of sexual maturity, courtship, copulation, devel-

opment of postnuptial colors by the female, and egg-laying.

August 30, 1952. The young male that hatched two or three weeks before,

was caught for the last time that summer, and he then had bright scarlet marks

on his sides; snout-vent length 53 mm., weight 4 + grams.

May 14, 1953. The young male, caught for the first time after emergence
from hibernation, had lateral marks faded to a bright ochraceous; snout-vent

length 76 mm., weight 15 grams. He had probably been active as much as

eight weeks since the last capture, accounting for his gain of more than 43

per cent in hnear dimensions while more than tripling his former weight.

May 28. For the first time the young male was found to be basking be-

side the female. When they were disturbed by movements of the observer,

they tended to keep together or to follow each other in moving off along
the ledge. This contrasted with the behavior noted two days earlier when
both were on this same part of the ledge, but were at separate basking places

several yards apart, with neither displaying interest in the other.

May 29. At 8:20 A. M. the young male was seen basking. The female

was emerging five feet away, from a crevice where she had spent the night.

After a ten-minute interruption in observations, I found that the female was

fully emerged and that the male had mounted her, holding loose skin of her

shoulder in a precoital grasp. The female was obviously receptive, as she

stood passively or from time to time shifted a few steps. The male main-

tained his position for approximately ten minutes, fidgeting ineffectually from

time to time, frequently releasing his grip to nip at the female's neck and
shoulders. He did not succeed in thrusting his hindquarters into position be-

neath the female, seeming to be handicapped by her much greater bulk ( snout-

vent length of male 88 mm., of female 100 mm., weight of male 22 gms., of

female 44 gms.). For the next hour that the pair was watched, they stayed
within a few inches of each other. At irregular intervals for brief periods
the male intensively courted the female by moving with the characteristic

relaxed slithering gait over and about her, pausing to make rapid nodding
movements. He moved in a circular or elliptical course of several inches
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diameter, around the female's head, flicking her with his tongue, and shding
over her shoulders or body time after time, with frequent reversals of direction.

Occasionally the female moved away several inches and twitched her tail in a

manner that seemed to catch the male's attention.

May 30. The male had emerged by 8:20 A. M. Five minutes later the

female was found to have emerged, and the male already had mounted her and

grasped loose skin of her neck. After approximately one minute, he vigorously

attempted to copulate and established contact after several seconds. Actual

copulation lasted a little less than two minutes. Later the same morning, an-

other young male was seen to copulate with the old adult female that stayed

at the east end of the quarry ledge. Late in the afternoon, and again on

the following morning, the first male was seen to mount the female and at-

tempt unsuccessfully to copulate.

June 1. The female was watched as she emerged by slow stages from her

night's shelter. At 9:27 A. M. the young male, basking on the ledge a few

feet away, ran up to her with rapid nodding, and mounted, securing a neck

hold. The female's response was a rapid lateral shaking of her head, not

seen on previous occasions. The rapid movements seemed to hinder the

male in his attempts to maintain the hold, and evidently signified the ending
of the female's period of receptivity. For the next eleven minutes the male

was on the female's back almost continually, and most of the time was grasp-

ing her neck, though this grip was shifted every few seconds. Copulation did

not occur, and the male finally gave up the attempt. On this date red marks,

though still faint, were appearing on the female's sides.

June 2. The female was again watched emerging from her night's shelter.

At 8:55 A. M. when she came into the open to bask, the male approached

immediately, and mounted her. The female responded with head shaking,

more vigorous than that of the previous day. Clawing the male with her fore-

feet, she soon discouraged his attempt at courting. Later in the morning, an-

other young male of approximately the same size that had hved on the east

side of the ledge near its middle, was found to have crossed over to the west

side, probably having been displaced from his usual range by a competitor.

I drove him approximately 60 feet farther west along tlie ledge to the area

occupied by the pair under observation. Here he lay flattened against a rock

seeking concealment but watching alertly. The resident male had moved

still farther west along the ledge to a look-out beyond a clump of vegetation

which hid him from view. The intruding young male noticed the female

and after watching her for several minutes at a distance of 3 feet, he over-

came his initial timidity of the strange surroundings and ran toward her with

short, jerky movements. The female responded by standing high with her

body flattened dorsoventrally. The male moved up slowly, displaying, and

began an intensive courtship, which followed the same pattern as those observed

previously. He moved about the female many times in a more or less circular

course centering about her head. Frequently he passed over her body or

shoulders, with slithering motions, rubbing the undersides of his hindlcgs and

tail base against her, and occasionally flicking her with his tongue. The fe-

male shifted position frequently, and from time to time flicked the male with

her tongue. There were pauses when they rested quietly; he usually perched

on her back or shoulders. Approximately 20 minutes after the period of court-

ship began, the male mounted and grasped the female's neck. She was un-
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receptive and resisted him in the same manner that she had the first young
male earher the same morning. Tipping her head far back, she shook it

violently, and progressed with jerky hops obviously calculated to dislodge the

male. He clung persistently for the next seven minutes, while the female

covered at least 15 feet in an irregular course. Finally when the female paused,
he effected intromission, which lasted only about 15 seconds. This young male

was never seen subsequently. Probably he was routed when he was dis-

covered by the one already resident on this part of the ledge.

June 3. The female's lateral marks had become bright scarlet. The resi-

dent young male noticed her soon after she emerged, and ran up to her,

displaying. The female's reaction was strongly negative. She shook her head

violently, even before she was grasped by the male, and she stood high ofiF the

ground with her body dorsoventrally flattened, making a series of awkward

bowing movements with her forequarters. Several times vidthin a few minutes

the male mounted and grasped her, and each time she threw him off almost

instantly by violent head shaking and by turning on her side, clawing and

kicking. She showed no inclination to leave the vicinity or to avoid the male
but merely discouraged his attempts at courtship. Soon, he moved away to bask.

On June 3 the other adult female, at the east end of the quarry, had de-

veloped dull red lateral spots, approximately one day later than the first female,
and four days after observed copulation. These observations indicate that

approximately three or four days constitute the normal interval between effec-

tive mating and the assumption of postnuptial bright color, with associated

physiological change. Shaw (1952:73) reported that a female from Arizona

developed postnuptial marks on July 6, two days after observed copulation,

but there may have been earlier unobserved mating. This female laid eggs
on July 28. Greenberg (1945:229) recorded that a female which mated on

April 15 acquired orange spots on April 27. Clark (1946:136) captured a

female near Manhattan, Kansas, on May 18, 1946 and kept her alone in a cage.
A clutch of eight eggs was found in the cage on June 17 (probably laid on

June 15 and 16). A ninth was laid on June 24 and a tenth on June 28. The
relatively long time elapsing between copulation and egg-laying in these

captive females may have resulted from body temperatures lower than in

those maintained under natural conditions where the lizards are able to bask
in the sunshine.

I did not attempt to examine nests as the disturbance involved

almost certainly would have reduced the success of the hatch.

Thorough search at the quarry on June 13 failed to reveal the female
that hved on the west part, and she was probably in some concealed
situation digging a nest burrow or laying her eggs on that date. On
June 15 she was back in her usual place, thin and wrinkled after

laying. The other old female was still distended with eggs on that

date and had not started her nest burrow, but she was found to

have laid on June 19. June 13-14 and June 17-18 seem the most

probable laying dates. In each instance laying evidently occurred
16 to 19 days after copulation and 10 to 13 days after scarlet lateral

marks had attained maximum brightness. A hatchling almost cer-
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tainly from the nest of the first female was found on August 4,

after an incubation period of approximately 51 to 52 days, and

young tliat must have come from the second nest were taken on

August 11, after approximately 54 to 56 days of incubation.

In other years incubation periods were longer. In 1949 one

female was known to have laid between June 10 and June 21, and

another between June 6 and June 21. The young first appeared
on August 19; sixteen were recorded and they were nearly uniform

in size. Either they were all from the same clutch or the two
clutches hatched at approximately the same time. Possible incu-

bation times ranged from 60 to 74 days.

In 1951 one female was known to have laid between June 30

and July 17, probably near the latter date. Young presumably from

this clutch appeared on September 20, after a possible 65 to 82

days of incubation. Another female was known to have laid on

July 18, and young that presumably came from this clutch appeared
on October 20 after a 94-day incubation period. In 1952 young
appeared on August 12, after an incubation period of from 57 to

64 days. In 1954, young appeared on August 19 after an incubation

period of from 61 to 64 days.

The relatively long incubation period in 1951 resulted from un-

usually heavy precipitation and persistently cloudy weather. Air

temperature averaged abnormally low, and the soil surrounding
the eggs, receiving less than the normal amount of heat by insola-

tion, was even farther below normal. The hatchlings may nor-

mally require several days to become active and to escape from

the nest cavity, and if this be so, actual incubation periods would
be slightly shorter in each instance than those recorded.

Observers at widely separated places in the species' range have
noted the appearance of hatchlings in August. Shaw (1952:73)
recorded an incubation of 75 days in a clutch laid by a captive fe-

male at the San Diego Zoo and artificially incubated at temper-
atures ranging from 70° F. to 95° F. Presumably the much shorter

incubation periods in some of the natural nests resulted from higher

average and maximum temperatures. Although the actual nests

were not found, they were probably only a few inches beneath the

soil surface. Air temperatures may have approximated those re-

corded by Shaw, but actual temperatures of the eggs during daylight
hours probably averaged many degrees higher because soil and rock

surfaces over them were receiving direct sunlight.

On July 5, 1954, a typical clear summer day, at 3:15 P. M., when
air temperature was 35.5° C, soil temperatures, in Centigrade, on
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a bank in a spot near a supposed nest site were as follows : At Jz inch

depth, 54.0°; IK inches, 42.2°; 2^ inches, 36.8°; 5'A inches, 32.5°. On
the same bank, at a site a few yards away, differing in steepness, di-

rection of exposure, and vegetation, the following temperatures
were recorded: 5 inches, 35.2°; 7 inches, 36.3°. It would seem that

during incubation the temperature of the eggs often approximates
the high levels maintained by the lizards themselves while they are

active.

Burt and Hoyle (1934:198) recorded that in a nest found on May
28, 1932, the eggs were loosely packed in moist earth at the end of

a short burrow, under a flat rock less than one inch thick and ap-

proximately two feet square. The eggs were partly in contact with

the underside of the rock, which was exposed to direct sunlight.
Burt (1928a:9), on the authority of E. H. Taylor (MS), states that

the eggs are deposited at the ends of shallow tunnels immediately
below large flat rocks and that the female plugs the entrance with

closely packed earth. Strecker found eggs that had been deposited
in loose sand at a depth of four or five inches. Having completed
the nest, the female devotes no further attention to the eggs or

young. Shaw (1952: 73) described eggs laid by a female in cap-

tivity as immaculate white, with flexible shells, ranging in length
from 18.4 mm. to 20.3 mm. (average 19.14), and in width from 11.4

to 11.7 (average 11.6). Fifty-nine days later these eggs, still 16

days short of hatching, had increased in length on the average 14.73

per cent and in width 32.18 per cent. Force (1930:27) described

eggs laid in captivity on June 20, 1926 and July 2, 1928, as of pinkish

tint, cyhndrical, 21.4 to 25 mm. in length and 10.55 to 13.7 mm. in

width. Clark (1946:136) attempted artificial incubation of a clutch

of eggs. These averaged approximately 19.9 x 12.5 mm. The eggs
became dehydrated even when kept in an atmosphere of 100 per
cent relative humidity, and it was necessary to keep at least part of

the egg in contact with a moist surface. Oxygen consumption was
found to average 77.5 cubic mm. per hour per egg, and average
carbon dioxide production was 47.8 cubic mm.
Eggs of the collared lizard number from four to 24 according to

Strecker (1910), and several more recent authors. Most clutches

probably fall within this range, but the specific records available to

me indicate that there are seldom more than twelve eggs, and that

occasionally there may be fewer than four. For 29 clutches (12
recorded in the hterature and 17 others observed by me) the num-
bers ranged from 2 to 21 with an average of 7.55 ± .70 per clutch.

Of the 29 clutches, 19 pertain to Kansas; the remaining ten were
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from females from Missouri, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and Cali-

fornia. Most of the figures pertain to unlaid eggs found in females

dissected, or to clutches laid in captivity. The sources of published

information and numbers of eggs recorded are: Anderson (1942

207), 8; Burt (1928: 10), 7 and 9; Burt and Hoyle (1934: 198), 16

Clark (1946: 136), 10; Ditmars (1915:113), 21; Greenberg (1945

229), 8, 6, and 6; Hallovvell (1856:239), 8; Johnson, Bryant and

Miller (1948: 259), 2; and Shaw (1952: 73), 7.

On June 17, 1951, I collected nine females four miles southwest

of Gamett, Anderson County, Kansas, five of which had large uter-

ine eggs 21 to 22/2 mm. in length and IVA to 12/2 mm. in width.

Three others had recently laid their clutches as shown by the en-

larged and collapsed condition of the uteri, with conspicuous corpora

lutei, and the remaining female had enlarged ovarian eggs. One
had twelve eggs, two had 7, one had 6, four had 5 and one had 3.

For the four largest females of this group (snout-vent lengths 97 to

102 mm.) clutches averaged 7.5, while for the five smallest (snout-

vent lengths 83 to 93 mm.), clutches averaged 5.0. Other clutches

from Kansas include two each with 6 eggs, from CoflFey County,
three with 10, 8, and 8 eggs from Wabaunsee County, and one with

ten eggs from Anderson County. A female brought from Coconino

County, Arizona, (PI. 4, fig. 2), laid a clutch of four eggs. One from

Guadalupe County, New Mexico, contained 5 eggs.

Large old females on the average produce larger clutches than

females that are laying for the first time, and are not yet full-grown.

Although no counts were obtained of the clutches laid at the quarry,

the greater productivity of the older and larger females was shown

by their much greater weight loss at the time of laying. Females

containing eggs that are mature or nearly mature are of plump and

distended appearance. The thin and wrinkled appearance of fe-

males that had recently laid was also characteristic. The weight loss

amounted to as much as 45 per cent.

The incidence of casualties in the eggs must have been high. Over

six seasons known clutches were distributed as follows: Two in

1949, producing 16 young; one in 1950, producing one young; two

in 1951, producing six young; two in 1952, producing eight young;
four in 1953, producing 12 young; and one in 1954 producing five

young. For the six-year period the twelve known clutches thus

produced a known total of 48 young, an average of four per clutch.

Several of the clutches known to have been laid were seemingly not

represented by any of the young and must have been entirely
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destroyed by predators or unfavorable weather. The number of

young actually hatched doubtless exceeded the number recorded,
as some were not caught until they were several weeks old, and at

that age their numbers must have been already much reduced by
various mortality factors. The actual hatch probably averaged at

least five per clutch.

Except for the anoles, which produce only one egg at a time,

iguanids have not been known to produce more than one clutch per
season. However, in 1953, a collared lizard at the quarry laid two
clutches of eggs- Her first clutch was laid sometime between

June 8 and June 15, and the second on July 5. A first-year female

produced her clutch between July 6 and July 9. Late hatching
clutches thus might be either the second clutches of old adults, or

the first clutches of young females that bred later because of their

immaturity. Of the 12 known clutches produced at the quarry only
the one was a second clutch of the season. Otherwise I have no
basis for judging the frequency of second clutches. My observa-

tions were made at the northern edge of the species' range where
the growing season is of minimum length. Second clutches might
be of more frequent occurrence farther south. As the production
of a second clutch soon after the first was entirely unexpected, other

instances may have been overlooked. Most of the females were
not caught frequently enough to establish conclusively that they

produced no second clutches. I suspect that second clutches are

produced only by females that are fully mature, where there is an

abundant food supply, and other environmental conditions are ex-

ceptionally favorable. Even more important in the time of appear-
ance of hatchlings is the weather before and during the breeding
season.

Growth

The relatively rapid growth of the collared lizard is remarkable.

This lizard is larger than many other lizards that have a growing
season just as long and require much longer to attain adult size

and sexual maturity. Growth is most rapid during the first week
of life, when the daily increment in snout-vent length seems to

exceed 1 mm. At first, egg yolk retained in the body cavity after

hatching supplements the voracious feeding of the young. Nearly
all of the young captured were well above hatching size when first

recorded, although they could not have been more than a few days
old. One young marked while still near the minimum size at a

length of 42 mm. had grown to 53 mm. 13 days later; another
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marked at a length of 41 mm. had grown to 48 mm. seven days

later; a third, marked at 41 mm. had grown to 49M mm. nine days
later. For these three individuals, which provide the best records

of early growth, the rate averaged a little less than 1 mm. per day,
but probably growth was more rapid during the first few days than

Table 2.—Breeding Records of Females.
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Table 3.—Growth Rates Under Natural Conditions in Yox;ng Collared

Lizards of Four Different Size Groups.

Mean snout-vent length of

lizards at beginning and
end of sampling periods
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to an age of several years. Continued gradual increase in size in

the adults is shown. Weight was recorded on a balance accurate

to 0.1 gram in those brought to the laboratory, but more frequently
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year to year, depending largely on the weather.
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lizards were weighed in the field with a spring scale having a margin

of error of approximately one gram. Weights having no decimals

are those recorded with this spring scale.

Hatchlings have a two toned pattern of dark brown and yellow-

ish tan (PI. 2, fig. 1). On the body there are five narrow transverse

bands of the paler color. Between these bands the interspaces are

nearly twice as wide, and they have numerous small rounded spots

of the darker color separated by narrow areas of the paler color in

a reticulate arrangement. The spots nearest the middorsal line are

the largest and most distinct. Farther laterally the spots become

progressively smaller and less distinct, with outlines blurred, and

they fade into the immaculate white of the ventral surface. Irregu-

lar transverse marks and small spots of the darker color are present

on the dorsal side of the tail, thigh, and lower leg, and on the side

of the face. The collar is well developed. The bright colors of

adults, green, yellow, orange, and scarlet, are lacking.

As growth proceeds, the original banded pattern becomes obscure

(PI. 5, fig. 2). The dark spots enlarge and fuse, encroaching on

the transverse bands which become faint and broken. These changes

proceed more rapidly in males than in females. In males that are

still far short of adult size, as well as in adult males and old adult

females, the original banded pattern is no longer evident. In young
males, even as early as a week after hatching, a series of bright

spots, irregular in size and distribution, appear on both sides of the

body and neck. These spots are ochraceous at first, but within a

few days they brighten to orange and finally to scarlet. These

bright lateral spots have been seen in young chiefly in the months

of August, September, April and May. At a snout-vent length of

80 mm. or a httle less, the scarlet marks fade and disappear with

relative suddenness in the course of a few days.

In a young male approximately seven weeks old when he was
examined on September 18, 1952, the scarlet marks had reached

approximately their maximum development. In other respects

the pattern was transitional between those of hatchlings and adults,

but more like the latter. The over-all dorsal ground color was
dull brown with the transverse marks only faintly discernible. As in

adults the dorsal surface was dotted with white.
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Table 5.—Growth anjd DEVELOPMEhrr in Individual Males.
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Table 6.—Growth and Development
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Table 6.—Growth and Detselopment in iNDrv'muAL

Females.— ( Concluded )
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seemed to be little likelihood of his surviving this injury under

natural conditions, and as the colony was then at low ebb, I kept
this lizard in the laboratory, taped his leg with a crude spHnt, and

force fed him with grasshoppers. After 19 days the leg seemed to

\ ^ox

DORM^\NCY
i

AUG. SEPT. OCT. APR. MAY JUN^

Fig. 5. Growth and stages of pattern change in individual juvenal males. Dots
indicate presence of scarlet lateral spots, open circles indicate that these spots
had not yet been acquired, and squares indicate that these spots had faded or
disappeared. A few records, those marked with triangles represent intermediate
stages in which the spots are fading but still discernible. Winter dormancy is

of varying duration, as several diflPerent years are represented by the individuals
included.

3—7328
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be nearly healed. After a month the lizard was released and was
able to run normally. In the month of his captivity his length and

weight remained static, but in the 41 days after he was released

he doubled in bulk with corresponding increase
(
24 mm.

)
in snout-

vent length.

Molt

Like most other reptiles, collared lizards periodically slough the

outer layer of dead epidermis. The molt follows a characteristic

pattern which varies but little among individuals. The disposition
and daily routine of the individual is but little affected by molt.

In keeping with the xeric habitat, the lizard loses but little moisture

in the process of molt. Moisture is scarcely perceptible on the

underside of a patch of skin that is in process of being shed.

In a young collared lizard captured and observed in the process
of molt on June 4, 1952, several major splits in the old skin were

noted, one along the mid-dorsal line on the body, from the shoulders

to the root of the tail, one transversely across the rostrum, another

across the base of the tail, and one along the side of the head above

the supralabials. The molt is relatively rapid. It begins with

peeling back of the old skin in the labial region, which may occur

on the day before the remainder of the skin is shed. Most of the

molt takes place within a few hours, however. For instance on tlie

afternoon of July 24, 1951, an adult male was caught and examined

twice within an hour. At the first capture the molt was not notice-

ably underway, but at the second capture most of the old skin had
been sloughed off. The outer layers of dead epidermis that loosen

and peel off are transluscent with the pattern faintly discernible.

The forelegs become free of the old skin first. On the body, skin

adheres longest to the middle of the belly.

Remarkably little is known concerning the frequency of molt in

reptiles living under natural conditions. In an effort to determine

the frequency of molt, I marked the chin of each lizard with in-

delible black ink each time it was captured. In those lizards found

to have lost the ink marks, it could usually be assumed that one

or more molts had occurred since the last capture. Although the

record of molts is not complete for any one individual, the records

are suflBciently numerous and continuous to reveal the general
trends. Molt is most frequent in small young that are in their period
of most rapid growth, from the time of hatching until the first

hibernation. Six young, each of which was caught soon after

hatching and frequently thereafter up to the time of hibernation.

I
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best illustrate frequency of molt at this stage of development. One
had molted twice in 34 days when last captured on September 19.

Each of two others had molted three times when last captured on

September 19 and September 23. Each of three others had molted

four times when last captured on September 30 (one) and October

3 (two).
Unlike many other lizards and most snakes, collared lizards seem

not to have a postnatal molt. From the snout-vent length at hatching

of 40 mm. or a little more, up to 52 mm., none of the six young men-

tioned above had undergone its first molt. Those caught in the

period between the first and second molts were all in the size range
53-67 mm., between second and third molts, 66-74 mm., between

third and fourth molts, 72-82 mm., and those that had molted a

fourth time, 76-83 mm., thus having approximately doubled their

linear dimensions and increased to at least eight times their original

bulk.

Following emergence from their first hibernation, the young con-

tinue to grow rapidly, and attain a size near that of adults by the

end of this first full growing season. Within this growing season

they molt at least four times, and probably five molts are more typi-

cal. In seven instances individuals were caught while in the process
of molt on two successive occasions, and the interval ranged from

15 to 27 days, averaging 23 days.

In those lizards that have attained adult size after two or more

hibernations, frequency of molt is only a little reduced, and five

molts per growing season still seems to be the usual number. In

five instances individuals were caught while in the process of molt

on two successive occasions and the interval ranged from 16 to 38

days, averaging 25.4 days. No diflFerence in frequency of molt was
evident between the sexes, either in young or in adults.

Numbers

There are no statements in the Hterature concerning the popula-
tion density of collared Uzards under natural conditions. Klauber

(1939: 80) mentions the unusual abundance of these lizards in an
area of scattered boulders south of Ashfork, Arizona, and Burt

(1927: 3) mentions their abundance in rock-ledge areas of Riley

County, Kansas.

The original lot of ten collared hzards released on the Reserva-

tion at the old quarry site in early May, 1949, consisted of a large
old adult female, an adult female of approximately average size, and

eight young, presumably all of the 1948 brood, although some were
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already approaching adult size. By the end of May, 1949, two of

these young were eliminated, and others in turn disappeared until

by mid-August of 1951 none of the original group remained. How-

ever, they had been replaced by young of the three successive annual

broods. In the years 1949 to 1954 inclusive, the population fluctuated

continually, reaching a minimum of one in July, 1954, and a maxi-

mum of 23 in August, 1953. During most of the time the population
consisted largely of individuals short of adult size and sexual ma-

turity. Those that were fully adult were usually in the minority.

Excluding those that were less than a year old, the adults present

throughout the sLx-year period of the study varied from two to six.

Invariably when only two adults were present both were females.

There were never more than two adult males present at any one

time, and for part of each year only one was present or none at all.

When two adult males were present, they divided the ledge be-

tween them, one on the west half and one on the east. Continuity

of the rock outcrop was broken by an old road crossing it near th'i

middle, and this division was generally respected as a territorial

boundary. When only one adult male was present, as in August

1950, September 1951, May and June 1952, and May, June and July

1953, he usually ranged freely over the entire area of the quarry.

Maximum numbers were attained in late August or September, after

the annual brood of young had hatched.

At most times the population of the area consisted of from five to

nine individuals which seemed to constitute the carrying capacity of

the available habitat. Successful hatches in 1949, 1952 and 1953

resulted in temporary expansions of this small population, but in

each instance the excess individuals were rapidly eliminated.

The high incidence of mortality from month to month in the first

year of life is brought out by Table 8.

For hatchlings appearing in August the chances of surviving into

September were good. However, many did not appear until late

August, so that the average time involved from hatching until a

capture in September, was considerably less than a month. More

than one-tiiird of the young present in September were ehminated

by the following May, but these casualties include losses in the

hibernation period as well as losses in the season of activity includ-

ing for some, parts of October and April. Of the survivors nearly

one-third were eliminated from May to June but the heaviest losses,

nearly half, were sustained in the June to July period. At this

stage young were maturing sexually, and increasing territorial
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Table 7.—Numbers of Collaked Lezards of Each Sex and Age Group Pres-

ent IN Each Month of the Study.

Month
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lows: September to May, 2; May to June, 1; June to July, 6; July

to August, 2; August to September, 1. Evidently the June to July

period is the most hazardous. Of the six eliminated in this period,

four were females. The females are perhaps especially vulnerable

to predation just before laying, when they are heavy with eggs, and

in the process of digging a nest burrow and laying, when they
venture farther than usual from their accustomed escape shelters.

Nevertheless, females seemed to have a longer life expectancy than

males. Six females that were already a year old survived beyond
this age for periods of 46, 46, 34, 22, 13 and 1 months, respectively,

for an average of 27 months. The six males that lived to be a year
old survived beyond this age for periods of 24, 22, 12, 11, 2 and 1

months, an average of only 12 months. Territorial pressure among
the males probably accounts for their relatively high rate of mor-

tality. Presumably in natural populations of collared lizards, adult

females usually outnumber adult males, although the latter are

more often seen by the casual observer because of their brighter
colors and conspicuous territorial perches.

Table 8.—Month-to-Month Incidence of Casualties in Yoxtng Collared
Lizards from the Time of Hatching.
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SECTION 4

TOWNSHIP 12 S

RANGE 20 E

Fig. 6. Map of University of Kansas Natural History Reservation, the section
of land in the northeastern comer of Douglas County, approximately five miles

north northeast of Lawrence.
A. Location of study area at quarry shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

B. Location of west part of quarry area shown in detail in Fig. 7.

C. Location of pond deepened in 1954.
D. Location of eroded hilltop field sown with seeds of native grasses in 1949.

1949
• 1950

Fig. 7. Map of west part of the quarry showing locations of capture of a fe-
male (2 X 4 x), in late summer of 1949 as a hatchling, and in 1950 as a juve-

nile and subadult; larger circles represent bushes or small trees.
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(b) Locations of capture of the same female in 1951 and 1952 as an adult.

(c) Locations of capture of same female in 1953 and 1954 as an adult.

Fig. 8. Map of the quarry area with locations of capture in August 1950 of the
four females present then ( each represented by a different symbol, small circle,

triangle, square, and dot, respectively). Areas occupied bv these individuals
were largely complementary with only shght overlapping.

Fig. 9. Same area shown in Fig. 8, with locations of capture in August 1950
of the three males present then. The areas of the two adults were mainly com-
plementary, but one (dot) being dominant, encroached on the area occupied
by the other (square). The third, not yet fully grown, was tolerated by both
adults and stayed in the territory of the second. Territories of males were larger

than those of females and overlapped them.

The display of the male has been noted by many observers to be
similar in both combat and courtship. In most iguanids the male
is larger and more brightly colored than the female. Conspicuously
colored areas, gular pouch in the anole, ventrolateral blue patches
in the fence lizard, undersurface of the tail in Leiocephalus carinatus,

i
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inside of the mouth in the black iguana, are prominently displayed
to an adversary before actual combat, and also as a substitute for

combat, which serves to intimidate the rival. In territorial defense,

it is characteristic that the male's colors brighten and his body is

dorsoventrally flattened as he stands high off the ground and per-

forms bobbing movements which render him more conspicuous.
The anoles (Anolis carolinensis and A. sagrei) have been most

thoroughly studied. Evans (1936) found that in confinement males

of A. carolinensis arranged themselves in a hierarchy of dominance

with the largest and most vigorous individual at the top of the

scale. Oliver (1948:26) and Evans (1938:123) both made field

studies on populations of A. sagrei and found that the adult males

normally occupy territories that are mutually exclusive, but the

territory of the male may be occupied by several adult females and

by immature individuals of both sexes.

Evans (1951) studied a concentrated population of the black

iguana ( Ctenosaura pectinata ) inhabiting a stone wall near a culti-

vated field that provided an abundant food supply. He found that

the entire colony was dominated by a "tyrant," a large adult male

that roamed at will over the area, enforcing his "right of trespass"

by intimidating displays and perhaps by actual attacks. The other

adult males were spaced along the wall, occupying relatively small

and mutually exclusive territories, but with some indication of a

scale of dominance among them. Many subordinate individuals,

females and young, also lived in this wall without defending the

areas they occupied. Evans observed that in more typical habitat

away from the cultivated areas offering a concentrated food supply,

black iguanas were solitary, each presumably defending its terri-

tory against all others.

Schmidt (1935: 72) studied the marine iguana (Amblyrhynchus
cristatus

)
at Narborough Island of the Galapagos group, and found

that adult males tended to be regularly spaced at intervals of five

to ten feet along the ocean shore, each defending his narrow strip

against other adult males. Occasionally adjacent males would fight

by butting with their knobbed, horny foreheads. Females and

young were massed higher on the beach, and each male dominated

the group within his area.

Social behavior has been studied in several species of the scaly

lizards, Sceloporus, by Newman and Patterson (1909, S. olivaceus).
Noble (1934, S. undulatus). Fitch (1940, S. occidentalis), and
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Stebbins and Robinson (1946, S. graciosus), and Evans (1946, S.

grammicus). Although numerous specific differences are evident

the general pattern is similar in all. The males generally occupy and

defend separate territories except where there is overcrowding in

a situation providing ample food and shelter for several individuals.

Under such conditions several may be co-occupants of the same

small area, and one dominates the others, which tend to arrange

themselves in a scale of dominance. Males defend their chosen areas

with combat, pursuit, and bobbing displays, in which the brilliantly

colored throat and ventrolateral body patches are shown to advan-

tage. A female may stay in association with a male but does not

participate in defense of the territory.

Evans (1953) studied a group of Leiocephalus in captivity and

found that one male was dominant, his displays and aggressive be-

havior inhibiting others. When he was removed, other adult males

competed for his dominant position, and there was indication of a

scale of dominance, upset by removal of the top-ranking individual.

Females showed no aggressive behavior.

Greenberg (1945) studied a group of collared lizards under lab-

oratory conditions and their social behavior was in some respects

remarkably similar to that of the Leiocephalus studied by Evans.

The females were passive in behavior. One male dominated the

others, and for the most part inhibited their aggressive behavior.

When this top-ranking individual was removed, another in turn

took over his dominant position. When the group was subdivided

into several smaller groups, each was dominated by the most vig-

orous male. The orange throat of the male was noted to serve for

sex recognition, and when in view, it elicited a fighting response on

the part of other males. In describing combat behavior Greenberg
stated that "The fighting male assumes a posture that appears to be

characteristic for iguanid lizards. . . . The throat is puffed up
so that the yellow-orange coloration shows clearly, and the body is

laterally compressed. Stiff and deliberate bobbing movements are

performed, the male rising higher and higher in jerky fashion.

Since the hind legs are larger than the front legs, the male may rise

until only the tips of the fingers still touch the substrate. . . .

and he then flings himself at the opponent with great speed. . . ."

In the course of my study I saw several dozen instances of aggres-

sive behavior which were interpreted as territorial defense. Ordi-

narily individuals avoid attack by keeping within their own terri-

tories, which others tend to respect. Posturing and display may
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serve to establish, or at least to maintain, the territorial claim with-

out resort to outright combat. The characteristic postures and re-

sponses described by Greenberg were observed under natural con-

ditions. However, the social life of these free-hving lizards was

organized along much different lines than in those crowded to-

gether in confinement. Each individual tends to stay in a relatively

small area that is famihar to it. However, defense of this area as

a territory is not absolute. Territorial boundaries are vaguely de-

fined, and are continually shifting. The open type of habitat pre-

ferred by this lizard permits an individual to see any others within

a radius of many yards. Such perception is facilitated by the hzard's

use of elevated perches, from which it surveys its surroundings.

Eyesight is well developed.
The well developed territoriality of the male is accompanied by

marked sexual dimorphism. Various authors have commented on

the male's wider head, with enlarged muscles in the temporal region,

swollen tail base ( lodging the hemipenes ) , enlarged postanal scales,

and enlarged femoral pores. More conspicuous differences are to

be seen in the color pattern. The female retains in part the juvenal

pattern, altered chiefly by a blurring of the markings, which are

sharply defined in the young. In the adult male, however, the

juvenal markings are completely lost, and bright colors are acquired,

rendering him conspicuous from a distance. These distinctive

bright colors serve to advertise sex and territorial claim. Stereotyped
behavior patterns are associated with these colors, serving to display
them to best advantage. The dorsal pattern is bright green with

numerous small white spots. The head may be of duller color, but

in one population, C. c. auriceps, of eastern Utah, the head is bright

yellow. Along the sides of the body the green is intensified to a

deep blue-green. Most of this highly colored ventrolateral area

is largely concealed when the hzard is at rest, but is brought into

prominence when the lizard stands erect with body dorsoventrally
flattened to display. The skin of the throat is distensible into a

gular pouch, likewise conspicuous from lateral view and used in dis-

play. An adult male stimulated by the appearance of another col-

lared lizard, either adversary or possible mate, shows behavior cal-

culated to display to best advantage the bright colors that are nor-

mally hidden.

Of the nine individuals present at the quarry in late May, 1949,

four were males, probably all young of the previous summer. One
had a mangled hind foot, probably injured in fighting, and this in-
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dividual had disappeared by die end of May. Anodier was last

seen in late July when he had grown nearly to adult size. The re-

maining two survived as co-occupants of the quarry for more than

a year afterward. One of these was noticeably smaller, and the

larger one tended to dominate him. The smaller one ordinarily kept
to the west half of the ledge. He was recorded on the east part only
once. The larger one shifted frequently, and at various times oc-

cupied all parts of the ledge. From time to time he moved his ac-

tivities into the area usually occupied by the smaller, either dis-

placing the latter completely, or forcing him to desert his favorite

look-outs and to stay in concealment.

On August 20, 1950, this larger male had moved into the smaller one's ter-

ritory and was on one of the smallcr's favorite basking sites, probably after a

decisive encounter between the two. The smaller male was not in evidence in

any of his accustomed places. After s>'stematic search I found him many yards
from the ledge among low ragweeds on the adjacent level area. Attempting
to drive him toward the ledge, I moved slowly toward him. He made several

short dashes toward the ledge, but he became increasingly reluctant to go
farther in that direction. After each dash he would crouch on the bare

ground seeking to escape attention. Moving slowly I was able to approach and
almost touch him with my extended finger. He wriggled his tail tip, and

opened his mouth in a threatening defensive gesture before moving on. When
he had been driven to within ten feet of the ledge, the hirger male perched
there made bobbing display movements and ran forward. The small male saw
his adversary, and could not be driven farther toward the ledge. After un-

successful efforts to drive him in that direction, I noosed him and tethered him
at one of his usual basking places. The other male was watching intently from
a vantage point twenty feet away. As I stepped back, this male rushed to the

attack, pausing at a distance of six feet to turn sidewa>s for a spectacular brief

display. Then he closed in on the tethered male and they instantly caught each

other in their jaws, wrenching violently as they rolled and writhed about. The

larger male seemed to be watching me even at the height of the stniggle. My
attempt to obtain a photograph at a distance of three feet caused the larger

male to run six feet. Then he squared aroimd and displayed vigorously. Be-

fore the fight, during it and afterward, there was striking difference in color

between the two males. The larger was bright green while the smaller was
dull green suffused with gray and brown.

Neither male evidenced any serious injury from the fight. However, the

smaller male promptly hid when he was released, and was never seen again.
It is unlikely that he was killed outright in combat, but probably his elimination

was an indirect result of his displacement by the larger male.

Before the smaller adult male was eliminated in August, 1950, a younger
male hatched in August, 1949, was already approaching adult size, and his

chosen area was within the stretch of ledge occupied by the smaller adult.

This young male was dominated by both the adult males. Probably because

they had been familiar with him since he was a small juvenile, and had not

been challenged by him, both adults were surprisingly tolerant of him. They
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would permit him to bask on the ledge only a few yards away. After the

disappearance of the smaller adult, this young male took over the west part

of the ledge formerly occupied by the adult, and this part was only occasionally

invaded by the surviving adult male. In 1952 this older male had been elim-

inated, and the younger, freed from opposition and grown to fuUy adult size,

then ranged more widely, encroaching into the former territory of the older.

He was last recorded on June 2, 1952. A month after his disappearance the

single surviving young male of the 1951 brood was approaching adult size.

By August this newly matured male ranged over the entire length of the quarry

ledge unopposed, as the only other individuals present were two old females

and five hatchlings. In 1953 this male evidently moved away from the main

ledge and settled at some nearby outcrop as he was seen only twice—in early

April just after emergence, and again in mid-July. In his absence in the spring
of 1953 the ledge was left to four young males of the 1952 brood, with two

young females and two old females. Each of the young males established a

territory, and fights were frequent. By early May one was eliminated and in

early June another was missing. By then the remaining two were approaching
adult size; they had divided the quarry ledge into two territories and each

kept to his own half. One disappeared in May, and soon afterward the other

extended his territory to include the vacated area. Foiur young males of the

1953 brood survived to the spring of 1954, but in a few weeks, by early June,
all had been eliminated, as the one adult male ranged widely over the entire

quarry area.

On May 28, 1953, an adult male captured in Anderson County, Kansas,
was brought to the quarry and experimentally tethered beside one of the usual

territorial perches of a young male. The young male at that time had a

snout-vent length of 82 mm. (contrasted with 100 mm. in the adult) and a

weight of 18 grams (a fittle less than half the adult weight). Despite this

severe handicap, the young male rushed without hesitation, to the defense of

his territory. Two feet from the intruder he paused momentarily, turning

sideways and making vigorous bobbing display movements, with his gular

pouch expanded. Then he rushed at the larger lizard and drove him off the

ledge. The tethered adult male lunged about in a frantic effort to escape, but

even while I was attempting to disentangle him from a weed clump, the

smaller one ran down and menaced him, seeming almost indifferent to my
presence. The larger lizard threatened his attacker with gaping jaws and he

fought back when attacked but only to defend himself. His colors remained

dull and he did not display. He was so much larger and more powerful that

ii seemed that he could have killed or maimed his diminutive adversary with

a single well placed bite. To avoid injury to the smaller male I removed
the larger after reactions of both had been tested. The bold aggressiveness

on the part of the smaller male, and the timidity and lack of spirit on the

part of the larger were equally impressive, both illustrating the important role

of territory in the male combat of this species. As in other kinds of animals

that are strongly territorial, the individual on his home area is at a psycho-

logical advantage, and fights his best, while one that is transferred to strange

surroundings makes a poor showing even against a smaller and weaker opponent.

Greenberg (1945:227) in his study of the social behavior, ob-

served no hostility on the part of females. However, the females
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in the colony at the quarry were never closely associated, tending
to be well spaced. On a few occasions hostile behavior was noted

among them. On June 9, 1951, an adult female which had recently

acquired postnuptial red marks, was seen to display and then

chase a second adult female, the latter lacking red marks. Both

had been noted closely associated with the same male at different

times within a few days. The female that was the aggressor in the

foregoing observation, again had red postnuptial marks on May 30,

1952, and on that date was experimentally tested by releasing near

her and her mate another adult female from the opposite end of the

ledge. The resident female moved up to the newcomer with mildly

aggressive behavior, flattening her body dorsoventrally and darting

out her tongue. She did not attack, but soon moved away, followed

by the male. On May 15, 1954, the female of a courting pair sud-

denly left her mate and rushed at an immature female which had

appeared on the ledge about five feet away. The larger female

chased the other approximately 15 feet, staying close behind it and

biting it twice while the pursuit was in progress. When the one

pursued escaped and hid, the other returned to the male.

Males and females are often associated in pairs even at times

when there is no breeding activity. Individuals of the opposite

sex, so far as observed, were never objects of territorial hostility.

Females that are sexually immature flee from males that attempt to

court them, but at other times may tolerate tlieir presence or even

seek it. On several occasions young females alarmed by the pres-

ence of a person, and fleeing along the ledge, came to a stop perching

on the back of an adult male. Neither adult males nor adult

females have been seen to show hostility toward small young, nor

to take any notice of them whatsoever. However, the young are

wary of larger individuals, and the adults may catch and eat them

occasionally (Burt, 1928a: 51).

Hatchlings at first are timid and tend to avoid others, and are not

attached to definite areas. When they have become familiar with

their surroundings, and have chosen look-outs and basking places,

they are still tolerant and two or more may be found within a few

feet of each other. Intolerance is first noticeable when the young
are several weeks old and have approximately doubled their length

at hatching. On September 30, 1953, the young males, then approxi-

mately seven weeks old and 75 to 80 mm. in snout-vent length, were

found to be almost uniformly spaced along the ledge. One that

was caught was released 30 feet farther along the ledge, near where

a smaller one was basking. The latter displayed. The one re-
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leased crouched, flattening against the rock. When he was prodded
with a stick and caused to move a few inches, the other rushed at

him, and they darted eight feet along the steep bank. The intruder

found concealment crouching under a clump of grass, and the pur-
suer perched alertly on a rock a foot away. On this date the young
males' red spots had become dull and faint in some and had com-

pletely disappeared in others. The bright spots of the juvenal males

probably are social releasers of some kind. They may serve to

inhibit attack, especially by larger males.

Food Habits

The collared hzard hunts by sight. Ordinarily the prey must
be in motion to attract the lizard's attention. The usual technique
in hunting is to watch from the top of a rock a few inches above the

level of the surroundings. Any small animal flying or walking
within a radius of several yards immediately attracts the lizard's

attention, and is taken with a sudden rush, crushed in the jaws, and

gulped down entire. Hurter (1911: 130) noted that the collared

hzard can catch flying insects, jumping as much as 18 inches to bring
them down.

Although the food consists predominantly of arthropods, various

observers have reported predation on smaller lizards: in southern

California, Cnemidophorus tigris (Cowles, 1920: 64) and Uta stans-

buriana (Johnson, Bryant and Miller, 1948: 259); in Arizona, Scelo-

porus sp. (Klauber, 1939: 85), and small rock-inhabiting lizards

(presumably Uta stansburiana. Springer, 1928: 100); in New Mex-

ico, Phrynosoma modestum (Little and Elbert, 1937: 219); and in

Kansas, the young of its own species (Burt, 1928a: 51). In captivity
the collared lizard has also been noted to feed upon Cnemidophorus
sexUneatus (Hurter, loc. cit.) and Eumeces obsoletus (Burt, 1933:

188). Woodbury (1928: 15) reported that in Zion National Park,

Utah, collared lizards were sometimes seen chasing smaller Hzards,

Cnemidophorus and Sceloporus.

Blair and Blair (1941: 230-232) examined stomachs of 91 from
northeastern Oklahoma and found 314 food items: 214 orthopterans

(mostly grasshoppers), 29 coleopterans, 16 lepidopterans, 8 hemip-
terans, 8 hymenopterans, 6 dipterans, 3 neuropterans, 2 homopterans,
18 arachnids, 2 snails and 1 centipede. The Orthoptera included 19

genera and 30 species and they constituted the entire contents of

several samples. The lepidopterans, coleopterans, and arachnids

were represented mainly in the late March sample, before grass-

hoppers were abundantly available. Knowlton (1938: 236) and
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Knowlton and Thomas (1936: 64) studied stomach contents of 107

from western Utah. Of the 584 items identified there were 213

orthopterans ( mostly grasshoppers ) ,
168 hymenopterans ( only 19 of

which were ants), 87 coleopterans, 51 lepidopterans, 22 dipterans,

19 homopterans, 11 hemipterans, 9 spiders, 2 neuropterans, and 1

odonatan. Stomach contents of the 16 specimens from Kansas

(Burt, loc. cit.) consisted of Orthoptera 88.3%, Lepidoptera 6.6%,

Arachnida 4.1%, and Coleoptera 1%.

Other published statements concerning the food habits are based

on few records. Ruthven (1907: 513) found that a kind of large

grasshopper was the chief item in stomachs of 11 from southern

New Mexico and Arizona; other locustids, and beetles also had been

eaten. Springer {loc. cit.) in Arizona and Johnson, Bryant and Miller

{loc. cit.) in Cahfomia, each found that grasshoppers were the

chief food. Camp (1916: 52) found grasshoppers, other ortliop-

terans, and small beetles in stomachs of two from southeastern Cali-

fornia. Little and Elbert (1937: 219) recorded a grasshopper,

cicadas, and fragments of other insects in stomachs of four from

southwestern New Mexico. Ruthven and Gaige (1915: 17) found

insects, spiders, and vegetation (perhaps taken accidentally) in

stomachs of two from northeastern Nevada. Force (1925: 26)
found locustids, carabids, formicids, myrmicids and arachnids in

stomachs of nine from Oklahoma. Hallowell (1856: 239) found

grasshoppers and beetles in one from Texas.

In 1951 I examined stomachs of five collected in Wabaunsee

County, Kansas, on May 13, and 13 collected in Anderson County
on June 17. One of these 18 stomachs was empty. The other 17

contained a total of 33 prey items: 9 grasshoppers, 8 beetles (in-

cluding 2 scarabaeids, a buprestid and several that were probably

carabids), 6 spiders (5 of the genus Phidippus and the remaining

one also a salticid), 5 vespid wasps, 2 halictid bees and one each

of grouse locust, lepidopteran larva, and unidentified insect.

The collared lizards caught and examined at the quarry nearly

always had their faces or chins stained with the dark brown buccal

secretions of grasshoppers. On several occasions I tested the feed-

ing reactions of tamer individuals by tossing grasshoppers onto

the rocks near them. With a sudden rush the lizard would snap

up the grasshopper almost as soon as it touched the rock.

In catching other arthropods the lizards were at times more cir-

cumspect. On one occasion a robust, two-inch, red centipede was

seen to dart across an open rock surface three feet from a young
male. The latter rushed in pursuit, caught it by the head, bit it
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and shook it and then threw it down. The attack was repeated

several times, but each time after dropping the centipede, the lizard

shook its head as if it had been bitten. Severely injured, the centi-

pede ran backwards slowly in a circular course. The lizard paused
beside it for a few seconds and gave the head end a final bite, then

dropped it and ran back to his rock perch a few feet away. An
adult wheel bug (Arilus cristatus) was released near an adult

male. When the bug moved, the lizard ran to it and seized it,

but instantly released it and retired. The bite of this large reduviid

is painful to humans but seemingly the lizard had been repulsed

by its noxious secretion rather than bitten. On several occasions

large predaceous ground beetles (Pasimachus) that were abundant

along the ledge, were thrown down near basking collared hzards.

The lizards always showed some interest in the fleeing beetles,

even to the point of pursuing them, but did not actually attack,

perhaps deterred by memory of the caustic defensive secretion

with which these beetles defend themselves.

To determine the food sources of the collared lizards at the quarry
I collected and studied scats. These are of characteristic appear-

ance, usually one inch to two inches in length, and one-fourth inch

or a httle more in diameter. They accumulate on or about the

hzards' look-outs. By their presence and distribution a collector

often may be guided to the rock on which the hzard habitually

basks, and beneath which it may have sought shelter. A total of

325 scats were examined, and 456 prey items were recorded:

orthopterans, 46.6%; beetles, 16.5%; spiders, 15.5%; unidentified in-

sects, 11.9%; hymenopterans, 3.3%; cicadas, 3.1%; five-lined skinks,

2.0%; phalangids, .9%; hemipteran, .2%. The condition of the remains

was variable, and for some groups of prey animals no adequate
reference material was at hand. In many instances items could

not be allocated to family or even to order. Specific determinations

were made for a Httle more than one-third of the total items.

In studies of food habits, scatological material is unsuitable for

determining the volumetric ratios of different kinds of prey. How-
ever, in the collared Hzard, which feeds upon prey within a fairly

narrow size range, and gulps down each prey item entire, the rela-

tive frequencies of occurrence of different items may approximate
their relative bulk in the diet. Usually each recorded occurrence

of prey represented one individual animal—the cheHcerae and

fragments of legs of spiders; the heads, pronota, wdngs and leg

fragments of grasshoppers; the broken elytra and legs of beetles;

4—7328
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and the scales, with only an occasional bone, of the skinks. Grass-

hoppers, cicadas and skinks, tlie more bulky items eaten, obviously

made up greater parts of the diet than indicated by their percent-

ages of frequency of occurrence. Most of the spiders, harvestmen

and wasps were relatively small items, and their frequency of oc-

currence was greater than their actual importance in the diet.

The 213 orthopterans included 4 unspecified, 9 grouse locusts, 4

grylhd crickets, 2 ceuthophihd crickets, and 194 grasshoppers. The

latter included 79 unspecified (because remains were meager or

extremely fragmentary and discolored), 54 Melanoplus hivittatus,

25 Arphia simplex, 21 Melanoplus femur-rubrum, 9 Melanoplus sp.,

5 Dissosteira Carolina, and 1 Melanoplus differentialis. The 75

beetles included many more kinds, and no specific determinations

were made. Tentative family allocations include: 15 scarabaeids,

14 curculionids, 8 meloids, 2 carabids, 2 buprestids, 1 elaterid, and

1 chrysomelid. Nearly all the beetles were within the size range
one inch to one-half inch. Of the 71 spiders, 38 were the large

black jumping spider, Phidippus audax and 17 identifiable only as

Phidippus probably belonged to this same species, in most instances

at least. This spider was abundant among the rocks where the

lizards lived. Many of the jumping spiders found in the scats were

immature. Twelve were wolf spiders, probably all of tlie genus

Lycosa. One was a common grass living species, L. rahida, and

several others were tentatively identified as L. aspersa. The 14

cicadas were probably all of the same species, a large Tibicen. The
15 hymenopterans included vespid wasps, and one carpenter ant

(Camponotus herculaneus). The nine five-lined skinks were mostly

hatchlings. Their remains consisted largely of scales.

Scats were collected at the quarry each year of the study, 8 in

1949; 54 in 1950; 126 in 1951; 41 in 1952; 104 in 1953; and 7 in 1954.

The ratios of the different prey items in successive samples fluctu-

ated, doubtless influenced by many factors, including stage of the

season, the course of plant succession on the area, the weather, and
the preferences of individual lizards. The relative importance of

these factors was not evident in most instances. The 1950 sample
included 8 of the 9 grouse locusts and 7 of the 12 lycosid spiders.

Otherwise 1951 afforded the greatest contrast. In that year pre-

cipitation was far above normal and temperature averaged abnor-

mally low. Weather conditions were especially unfavorable for

grasshoppers which were relatively scarce. Many were found dead
or dying from fungus infections or other disease. The collared

lizard colony was unfavorably aflFected by the cool, wet weather
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and perhaps also, by the eflFect of this weather in reducing the main
food source. One of the three adult females failed to breed, and the

other two bred late, with poor success. The relative scarcity of

grasshoppers was compensated for by increased predation on other

kinds of large insects. For several of the more important food

species the 1951 sample is contrasted with the combined samples
from other years in Table 9.

Table 9.—Percentages of Various Items in 1951 Sample and in

Combined Samples from Other Years.
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narily venturing only a few inches from the crevice where she

usually sought shelter. When the hawk caught her, she was ready
to lay, and she may have been taken by surprise while in search of

a nest site or excavating a burrow for her eggs.

The red-tailed hawk (Buteo jamaicensis) , marsh hawk {Circus

ctjaneus), and Cooper's hawk (Accipiter cooperi) also present on

the area, were possible predators on the colony at the quarry. All

of them occur throughout the collared lizard's range and probably

prey on it to some extent. The sparrow hawk {Faico sparverius),

prairie falcon (Falco mexicanus), and Swainson's hawk (Buteo

swainsoni) also probably prey upon the collared lizard, but I know
of no specific records.

Burt (1928a: 62) recorded that a Great Plains skink (Eumeces
ohsoletus) killed and ate a small collared lizard in captivity. Brook-

ing (1934: 96) recorded that a striped racer (Masticophis taeniatus)
collected by him in Malheur County, Oregon, contained a collared

hzard, swallowed tail first. Mr. Richard B. Loomis discovered

a blue-racer {Coluber constrictor) attacking an adult collared lizard

near Garnett, Anderson County, Kansas, on May 4, 1952. The

thrashing movements of the snake's body attracted the observer's

attention to it. The racer's head was beneath a rock, and it had se-

cured a hold on the lizard's head. When collared lizards are in-

active, in shelter under rocks or in burrows, they may be caught by
snakes, including the more slowly moving kinds as well as the racers.

The blue-racer, striped racer, whip snake {Masticophis flagelli-

formis) and other racers probably are among the more important

enemies, as they hunt by sight in open situations and are swift

enough to catch the lizards on the run.

Klauber (1939: 85) wrote that C. c. baileyi takes refuge under

stones and is usually easy to capture by a quick grab when the stone

is overturned. In many of the localities where I have found collared

lizards, the boulders beneath which they sought shelter were small

enough to be turned. Often I have hunted them by turning boulders

and trying to catch the lizard beneath with a sudden grab. If, as

seems probable, hawks and snakes are the chief natural enemies,

the lizards may seldom need to cope with such emergencies. Those

exposed by lifting rocks were always confused and were inefiBcient

in escaping despite their great speed in running. One suddenly

exposed in its hiding place might dash away for a few yards and then

return time after time to the site of its former shelter, nmning in

an erratic and utterly confused manner over the ground where
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the rock had lain. Young only a week or two old have been noted

to behave similarly, and obviously had already become familiar

with their surroundings and had learned to depend on one strategi-

cally located shelter for escape.

Often the hiding place sought is a hole or crevice beneath the

boulder on which the lizard is perched, but sometimes the lizard

runs to one that is several or many yards away. Individuals and

populations differ greatly in their degree of wildness, and in both

YEARS

vi
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Young that are less than a week old differ from adults in their

escape reactions. Being still unfamiliar witli their surroundings,

they do not retreat directly to appropriate escape shelters, but run

about erratically, darting into any hiding place that can be found.

The places of concealment chosen are often entirely inadequate,

leaving part of the lizard exposed to view.

Burt (1933: 188) recorded an instance of a young collared lizard

jumping into the web of a large spider, from which it was unable

to free itself. I observed a similar incident at the quarry. The web
was that of a funnel weaver (Agelena naevia).

Burt and Hoyle recorded that a large adult male alarmed by
movements of a person, ran downhill and dived into a pool of

muddy water to escape. Similar incidents have been observed for

many other kinds of lizards, and it seems likely that in most in-

stances the fleeing lizards entered the water unintentionally. Ruth-

ven (1907: 513) wrote that in southern Arizona these lizards when
alarmed would run swiftly from bush to bush, often for several rods.

Woodbury (1907: 513) contrasted the escape reactions of an

individual basking to warm itself in the sunshine, which ran only
a short distance and crouched motionless depending on conceal-

ment, with the behavior of the same individual alarmed while it

was fully warmed and foraging. In the latter instance it escaped

by running. At the quarry this difference in behavior according
to temperature was conspicuous. At times when the air was cool

and the sun was low, those lizards that were in the open were

especially loath to leave their basking places. Under such con-

ditions I found that the most effective way of catching them was
to approach very slowly until my hand was within a few inches,

and then secure the lizard with a sudden grab. Dozens of captures
were made in this manner. The lizards were usually only a few

degrees below optimum body temperature, or in some instances, at

approximately the optimum. Once flushed, their movements were

exceedingly rapid.

Many observers have noted bipedal nmning in the collared lizard,

and in various other iguanids and agamids. The quadrupedal gait

is usual when the lizard is walking, or running unhurriedly, or for

short dashes. However, as the lizard gains speed, the forebody is

elevated to approximately a 45° angle with the substrate and the

forefeet are held clear of the ground. Ordinarily the movements
of a lizard running at full speed are so rapid that they are blurred

to human vision. Bipedal running is best observed in those that

are well below the optimum temperature level and are relatively
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slow. Snyder (1952) studied bipedal locomotion in the collared

lizard and other lizards by motion picture analysis, with a camera

speed of between 1000 and 1500 frames per second. He found that a

collared lizard running at full speed has a stride approximately
three times the snout-vent length, which would be roughly one

foot in a full grown lizard.

Parasites

Klauber (1939: 83) noted that collared lizards in California and

Arizona frequently were infested with orange or vermilion colored

mites. Chiggers were common on the collared lizards of the colony
at the quarry on the Reservation. Many of these chiggers were

collected and identified, and all were found to be Trombicula alfred-

dtigesi, the common pest chigger, although various other genera
and species have been recorded from other vertebrate hosts on the

Reservation (Loomis, 1955). Chiggers usually appeared on the

Hzards near the end of May or in the first or second week of June
each year. In June, Loomis found an average of more than 200

chiggers on adult collared lizards. The young lizards generally

had fewer chiggers in proportion to their smaller body surface

areas. Later in the summer infestations became progressively

lighter. Infestations are most severe in hot, humid weather. The

chiggers tend to concentrate in protected places, in the axilla, the

groin, the edges of the gular fold, and the eyelids. In the folds

of skin at these sites the chigger is partly protected from direct

sunlight and dry air. The collared lizard's habit of basking in sun-

light probably protects it from chiggers to some extent. Also, its

frequent molts rid it of many chiggers. Dried and dead chiggers

often may be found still attached to patches of sloughed skin.

Lizards that had recently molted were relatively free of chiggers.

Loomis found that collared hzards from Anderson County, Kansas,

were infested with Trombicula lipovskyana as well as with T,

alfreddugdsi. Collared lizards from south-central Kansas had both

T. alfreddugesi and Acomatacarus arizonensis. Chiggers were the

only ectoparasites found on the hzards. Nothing was learned con-

cerning the internal parasites.

Summary

A colony of collared hzards, 61 in all, were observed in six differ-

ent seasons, 1949 through 1954, along the limestone ledge of a

deserted quarry in the northeastern comer of Douglas County,
Kansas. The numbers present at any one time varied from a maxi-
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mum of 23 to a minimum of one. Usually there were two to six

adults and a larger number of young.
The information obtained from this small colony was supple-

mented by the writer's observations on these lizards at other local-

ities in Kansas, and in more remote parts of the range, and by the

published writings of numerous authors who have observed details

concerning the habitat, behavior, reproduction, food, or natural

enemies.

These lizards are nearly always hmited to open, rocky situations

and require boulders to perch upon as look-outs. In the north-

eastern part of its range the species is represented by scattered

colonies which seem to be rehcts from a time when the region
oflFered more favorable habitat—perhaps as httle as 100 years ago,
before prairie fires holding back the woodlands were brought under

control, but more probably at a much earlier time when climate was
warmer and drier. Throughout its range the collared hzard popu-
lations are scattered and isolated more or less because of the re-

stricted nature of the habitat.

In northeastern Kansas these hzards emerge from hibernation in

April or early May after several days of warm weather. In hiberna-

tion they endure temperatures near freezing or possibly a little

below. At 6° C. or below, one cannot be fully roused from torpor.
At 11.8" C. it is barely able to walk. Individuals have been found
in the open at air temperatures as low as 13.5° C. Over a wide

range of air temperatures the lizards, through thermoregulatory

behavior, maintain relatively high body temperatures usually be-

tween 37° and 40°. They are active chiefly at air temperatures well

below this level, and depend on insolation for warmth. On cloudy

days activity is much reduced even though the temperature re-

mains high. The lizards usually seek shelter when they are unable

to maintain body temperatures higher than 30° C, but body temper-
atures as low as 20.7° have been recorded. The highest temperature
recorded as voluntarily tolerated was 43.3°. One heated to 45*

showed discomfort but was unharmed.

Breeding occurs chiefly in late May and early June, and may
include young hatched the preceding August, as growth is remark-

ably rapid and sexual maturity is attained when the lizard is still

short of adult size.

In courtship the male displays to the female and slithers over and
around her nipping her from time to time. The receptive female

may actively seek a male. She responds to his courtship with a

stereotyped posturing, and accepts copulation. Pairs may be found
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in close association at any time during the active season. In basking

they lie side by side or in actual contact. Females that have been

impregnated develop bright scarlet marks along the sides of the

body within three or four days, with accompanying physiological

changes causing them to resist vigorously the male's attempts at

courtship, though remaining tolerant of him otherwise. Evidently

laying occurs 16-19 days after insemination and the "postnuptial"

scarlet marks of the female are retained for several weeks after

laying. Under favorable conditions the female may produce a

second clutch of eggs two or three weeks after the first one. Accord-

ing to the literature, clutch size varies from 2 to 24 eggs. The average
of 29 clutches is 7.55 =t= .70. Approximate incubation periods under

natural conditions varied from 52 to 94 days, evidently depending
on temperature, which was affected both by weather and by site of

the nest.

Collared lizards molt frequently. The skin is sloughed off in sev-

eral large patches with but httle loss of moisture. Molt is most fre-

quent in the rapidly growing young. In those that hatch in early

August and remain active until late September, four molts seem to

be most typical for the 7-8 weeks prehibernation period. In the next

growing season the young attain adult size and there are typically

five molts. The average interval of molt was 23 days. In adults also,

five molts per season is most typical, and intervals between molts

average 25.4 days.

Growth is most rapid in the first week of Hfe, when the daily in-

crease in snout-vent length may exceed 1 mm. At an age of 8 weeks

the young may have doubled their original length of approximately
40 mm., and are gaining in length at only about one-fifth of the

rate of hatchlings. At the outset, the growth rate is similar in males

and females, but in half-grown young the rate in females is only
about eighty per cent of that in males. The males grow to an

average length and bulk greater than those of females. A Hzard may
attain average adult size at an age of a year but it continues to make

slight gains in its second, third and fourth years.

Young are ehminated rapidly through natural causes, and nearly

half fail to survive to the time of hibernation. Evidently there

is some loss during hibernation but it cannot be measured accurately.

After hibernation, in larger young the incidence of mortality is high

also. Evidently many are ehminated as a result of territorial pres-

sure forcing them out of the more favorable habitat.

Like many other iguanids, these Uzards have territoriality well

developed, and each tends to stay within its chosen area, defending
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it against others. Territoriality is strongly developed in the adult

male, and he excludes other adult males from the area that he

occupies, sometimes by pursuit and combat, more often by stereo-

typed displays, in which his bright colors are shown off to greatest

advantage. The male is, however, tolerant of young, even of smaller

males that have become sexually mature, if they do not challenge his

dominance. The male's territory may overlap those of one or more

females, A male may associate with two or more females at different

times in the same day. Females usually stay within areas much
smaller than those occupied by males. Territoriality is less strongly

developed in females which, however, tend to occupy mutually
exclusive areas. Adult females occasionally show hostile behavior

toward other adult females or those that are subadult.

Young males that are less than half-grown in bulk and less than

80 per cent of full length may mature sexually and may defend terri-

tories, even against intruding males that are fully adult. Young
males, however, recognize the dominance of an adult male already
resident and do not challenge him.

These lizards are diurnal and hunt by sight. The usual method
of hunting is to watch from an elevated look-out and secure moving

prey with a sudden rush. Large insects make up most of tlie food.

Nearly all published accounts of the food habits indicate that grass-

hoppers are the most important food. On the Reservation, grass-

hoppers made up 46.6 per cent of the items recorded. Other kinds

of prey regularly fed upon were, in order of their importance, beetles,

spiders, wasps, cicadas, and skinks. There are published records

of collared lizards eating smaller lizards including the whiptail,

scaly lizard, brown-shouldered lizard, horned toad, Great Plains

skink, and even hatchlings of their own species. On the study area,

the five-lined skink, which was the only common small lizard, made

up two per cent of the recorded food items.

Known natural enemies include the broad-winged hawk, striped

whip snake, and blue-racer. Hawks and snakes of tliese and other

species probably are the chief predators. In time of danger the

lizard may hide at the base of a thick clump of bushes, but more

often it seeks shelter in a rock-crevice or burrow. One that is caught
or cornered fights fiercely, and the powerful jaws are capable of

inflicting a painful bite.

The ectoparasites include several kinds of chiggers. Because of the

lizard's habit of basking in hot and dry places, these chiggers are

closely confined to the more protected areas of the body surface,

notably the axilla, where they often occur in small clusters.
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